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Consultations & Mentoring with the Do'Hai Masters
Channeled by Jaraan Onai

"The simple truth, Dear One, is that Life Itself wants you to succeed, to be fulfilled, to live in Joy. Life  
wants to cooperate with you. Life is speaking to you constantly. It is only a matter of knowing how to  
listen to the language of Life. You will be guided. And you will be free." 

The Do'Hai Masters want you to embrace that loving Presence within, to receive Its gifts, and enjoy a 
truly fulfilling life. The Path of Oneness taught by the Do'Hai Masters awakens the willing through 
practical keys of spiritual evolution. This non-dogmatic approach emphasizes a balance of mind and 
heart, body and soul, and empowerment through spiritual understanding. Enlightenment (Ascension) is 
a consequence of consistently applying simple, proven principles. The mind (ego) complicates. The 
Heart (Soul) Liberates. There is a Power within you that knows the way. Do'Hai is a path to that Power.

"There is a Love within you that understands you. And that Love is calling to you each and every  
moment. With every breath, with very smile, with every bloom of the flower, with every caress of the  
breeze of upon your face, that grand and magnificent glorious Love that is You is calling your name."

Dear Spiritual Friend,

Thank you for your interest in spiritual growth! Personal transformation can be a challenging, though 
extremely rewarding path. No matter the situation, there is never a better time than now, each now, to 
take positive, empowering steps into a fuller, more enriching life. I and the Do'Hai Masters are here and 
happy to help! We care about your growth and well-being. We want you to understand exactly how to 
proceed. Understanding equals peace and empowerment. And the Do'Hai Masters are patient, diligent, 
and compassionate, explaining life conditions and spiritual concepts in clear and practical terms. With 
their perspectives, you have solid, soul-based, heart-oriented wisdom for each step of the way.

A brief search of the web will reveal many channels doing apparently similar work. The differences can 
be subtle but very important. Factors making work with the Do'Hai Masters special include:

Spiritual  Evolution: Called  by  many  names  (personal  transformation,  ascension,  oneness, 
attunement to Source, etc.) the Do'Hai Masters share a broad range of practical, effective tools and 
teachings.  Rather  than  addressing  many,  varied  subjects,  their  focus  is  exclusively  on  facilitating 
spiritual growth. In their hands, even complicated concepts can have simple solutions!

Personalized  Attention: Being  engulfed  in  the  radiant  presence  of  the  Masters  can  be 
profoundly uplifting, in addition to any perspectives and guidance they share. Even so, your questions 
will be answered thoroughly and in-depth so that you understand how best to change what you don't 
want and create more of what you do want. 

Timeless  Teachings:  The  Do'Hai  Masters  share  enlightening  perspectives  and  deep 
understandings in an atmosphere of unconditional love. Everything they share is intended to help you 
now and to grow with you. Teachings studied again next month or next year will have new, but equally 
valid relevance for your path. 

Personable  Interactions: In  many respects,  the  Do'Hai  Masters  are  like  wise,  old  friends. 
Always loving, tactful, but firm and direct when needed. They encourage you to find and embrace your 
Truth, and will share perspectives and ask questions to help you go deeper into your own Knowing, 
your own spiritual Power. When it comes to spiritual evolution, a visit with the Do'Hai Masters is a 
profoundly enriching experience with benefits you can appreciate for a lifetime.
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Do’Hai™ Channeled Spiritual Mentoring
(While we believe it is important that everyone receive the support they need, and the Do'Hai Masters/Angels teachings can 
be helpful to many, these services are not recommended for individuals with serious psychological conditions.)

Masters (and Angels) share wisdom for successfully transforming and enriching your life. Learn how to 
co-create with Spirit. Discover your Soul’s True Purpose and how to live it. Gain greater clarity and 
understanding of your life and the “bigger picture.” Learn simple, effective practices that empower you. 
Learn powerful ways to dissolve fears and other blocks and increase your experience of joy, peace, and 
fulfillment.

Advantages of Channeled Mentoring

You get the undivided attention of Masters and Angels in an atmosphere of unconditional love and 
respect. Receive insights and guidance specific to you AND have your transformation dynamically 
facilitated as you learn.  Regular sessions help you stay clear, focused, and on your path. The suggested 
practices work to address a broad array of conditions, so you do less and accomplish more. This eases 
and gracefully speeds your learning, growth, and transformational process. The difference you may feel 
by the end of your session is undeniable. Working with these wonderful Beings helps create pathways 
in your consciousness, making difficult concepts easier to grasp and future transformations and life 
goals easier to achieve.

Suggestions to Make Your Sessions as Enriching and Supportive as Possible.

What to Expect: Each session begins with a brief guided visualization and breath meditation. This is 
to establish a safe and sacred space and assist your connection with your Soul/Source Presence and the 
guide. Then the Master/Teacher most aligned with your needs will introduce him or herself and invite 
your questions. You may speak with them as you would any other respected mentor or confidante. 
Their manner is tactful and loving, though they can be direct when needed. If there is something you 
aren’t sure about or feel you don’t understand, please ask for clarification. In discussing deep issues, 
sometimes the most graceful approach is like a checker game where moves in different directions and 
locations are required to achieve the goal.

For Channeled Mentoring, the Do’Hai Masters favor engaging in a question and answer dialogue. 
They deem this form of interaction more effective because both you and they are “on the same page” 
with your question in that moment. When you are present with them in this way, they can share far 
more effectively and in-depth regarding your situation. You won’t have to guess what they are referring 
to. Because they intend your greatest understanding when replying to questions, their response to one 
question can take an average of 10 minutes.

Highly recommended: To maximize your time and investment, make a list of 10 to 12 questions 
before your session. Then ask the 3 most important first. This helps you clarify your needs and 
priorities, making your session much more effective. Ask any question important to you. However, bear 
in mind that the Do’Hai Masters are spiritual teachers and facilitators. Their primary purpose is to 
facilitate spiritual growth. Thus, “how do I” and “why” questions are best. Events don’t happen to us, 
they are something we create. So requests for predictions like “when am I going to ???” are addressed 
in ways that empower you. They will share attitudes, perspectives, and methods for manifesting your 
desire as quickly and gracefully as possible.
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Additional Session and Scheduling Information

Unedited CDs of your session are included at no additional charge. Edited CDs, including each 
question on its own track, is $25. A nominal fee — editing can take almost as long as the session itself. 
Please let Jaraan know your preference (edited or unedited) before your session begins. (Recording on 
audio cassette is available.) Sessions may be facilitated on week days, some evenings and weekends, 
and must be scheduled in advance.

Payment in advance by check, money order, or with debit/credit card through paypal online 
accepted. Mail payments to: Bradley Wall, c/o PO Box 1274, Candler, NC 28715.

For scheduling information, contact Jaraan at: 903-556-1707 or SoulGateAcademy@aol.com.
FREE audio and video of the Do'Hai Masters are available at: http://soulgate.byregion.net .

Thank you and may your evolution take wings now!

About Jaraan and the Do’Hai Masters:

Whether for spiritual growth or other transformational purposes, people are often amazed by the power 
and effectiveness of Do'Hai. Since 1994, consultations and healing facilitation with the Do’Hai Masters 
channeled by Jaraan have helped people internationally create happier, healthier, more fulfilling lives. 
Author of The Path Of Oneness, co-founder of Do’Hai(TM) Healing Facilitation, Reiki Master and 
Mentor, Jaraan is also the author of Answers That Change Your Life! ebook.

About the Masters Channeled by Jaraan:

Chokai is an Ascended Master/Teacher. He loves to share stories about his final lifetime in the
Pleiades, approximately 401,000 years ago, and how he became spiritually awakened to Ultimate Joy,
transcending the rigid consciousness into which he was born. Chokai has a way of sharing profound 
truth through humor and light-heartedness to assist each person in recognizing Oneness with All That Is 
and living one'sTrue Nature — Boundless Joy — here and now. Being around him reminds one of what 
it feels like to be truly Alive.

Master Chan (Toubayachi Chansiti) spent his final lifetime on Earth during the Golden Age of
Atlantis as a student of the healing art and spiritual teachings called Do’Hai™, ultimately mastering it 
as well as himself. Master Chan returns to share his joyous laughter and unwavering wisdom with us, 
many of whom he knew back in Atlantis. His profound Love of Life and unstoppable enthusiasm 
cannot help but rub off on you!

Azh’ra Kai: Having ascended from a very open, highly evolved race of Pleiadians, she emanates
a level of clarity and Goddess-power that is undeniable. Azh’ra Kai spent one very challenging lifetime 
on Earth as a nobleman’s daughter during the early Middle Ages, a time when all women were 
considered merely property and pawns. Combining the tremendous insights gained from that lifetime 
with her vast wisdom in other realms, Azh’ra Kai has a unique understanding of the nature of 
humanity’s condition and what we need to understand and embody in order to awaken to the True 
Power that We Are.
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The Soul Gate Mission team includes Alarion is an Ascended Master from the Sirius star group,
and B’Nesh and B’Nala, Pleiadian twins from the 7th Dimension. Each are Probability Projection 
Specialists with unique perspectives on spiritual evolution. Their guidance on how we may journey into 
Oneness helps people achieve a deeper understanding of how Consciousness works and how we may 
use our innate talents and abilities to advance spiritually.

Orrin is the newest Master/Teacher channeled by Jaraan, and the primary contributor to his book, The
Path Of Oneness. Orrin rarely makes appearances in groups, but when he does, the power and wisdom 
he brings to the circle is profoundly enlightening and transformative for all participants.

And the Radiant Angels . . . .

Angels are pure expressions of Source; guides, guardians, helpers, and loving companions freely 
supporting all who accept their blessings. Clarion, a collective of Angels from the Legions of Michael, 
Gabriel, Uriel, Raphael, and Sandalphon, share inspiration, guidance, and encouragement, and embrace 
the group with their Love and Healing support. 

“. . . we are here to remind you, to encourage you to step up, [to encourage you] to expect more of 
Spirit, to expect that that Benevolence exists for you. We are here, in part, to demonstrate the 
Benevolence that is here for you. You are never without support.” ~ Clarion. 

****

Do'Hai Affirmation: "I am a manifestation of Source. I was created by Love, from Love, in the image 
and likeness of Love. With Love I Awaken. Through Love I Prosper. As Love I am Perfect and Whole. 
It is so. Ash'te Bash'Ka."  Ash'te Bash'Ka, pronounced "Osh tay Bosh kah" means "I am all levels of 

gratitude, Supreme One."

****
The Principles of Do'Hai

(The Do'Hai Masters gave these Principles as the core and foundation of Do'Hai (Attunement to 
Source). They encourage the contemplation and application of each to gracefully advance evolution. 

Further elaboration found in The Path of Oneness by Jaraan Onai.)
Unity * Cooperation * Honesty * Integrity * Balance * Self-Responsibility

Trust/Surrender * Humility * Open-Mindedness * Open-Heartedness
Willingness * Acceptance/Non-judgment * Proactivity

Unity — Recognizing that there is only one Source, one Presence within and through all expressions. 
Recognizing that you are one with, in fact, you ARE every circumstance in your experience. Unity is 
the 13th, or ultimate principle within which the other 12 operate. To practice any of the other 12 
ultimately leads to the realization of Unity because you must experience Unity on some level to 
actually practice any of the others.

Cooperation — The act of working with Source to achieve a desired result. Also, and equally 
important, cooperation is that attitude of knowing that everything you experience cooperates with you 
to achieve a desired result. 
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Honesty — Telling yourself the truth. Admitting the fact of your experience as you perceive it in any 
given moment. Also, allowing the Divine Reality to be known in you and expressed through you in 
thought, feeling, and action. 

Integrity — Integrity is the quality that holds fast to what you know to be true in principle, or in 
essence, regardless of appearances, influences, or circumstances that would attempt to sway your 
choices or decisions. 

Balance — The reconciliation of two or more equal but opposing sides or forces. Balance may also be 
defined as being centrally oriented. Often we have encouraged a focus on the Heart and to stay present 
with the Heart. It is the center point of your Beingness. 

Self-Responsibility — Basically means claiming creatorship of every circumstance and thing in your 
life, whether or not you happen to like them. To be self-responsible is to claim your
Divine Power. 

Trust/Surrender — Trust/Surrender means accepting the possibility that there is a Benevolent 
Presence within you and within which you are absolutely safe, loved, endorsed, and cared for, 
particularly when appearances seem to indicate otherwise.

Humility — It is knowing that there is more to see than what you are seeing, more to know than you 
are knowing, and that you are more powerful, more capable than you let yourself express. Humility is 
also accepting that many different things can be true about something or that truth is relative to 
perspective (a particular point of view).

Open-Mindedness (“Not Knowing”) — In Do’Hai, it means no filtering, censoring, or categorizing 
(judgment) of thoughts that one becomes aware of. A truly open mind constantly holds a state of being 
embodied by the question, “What is Spirit’s truth here?” or "How does this apply to me?"

Open-Heartedness (Allowing) — Letting yourself feel whatever you feel in the moment. The more 
open-hearted one is, the more fearless one is. It is allowing you to be whoever and whatever you are in 
any given moment and allowing all else to do and be likewise. It is a state of being embodied by the 
words, “I love me (you/it) regardless.” To be truly open-hearted is to be unconditionally loving. 

Willingness — A state in which you are open to be or do whatever is called for by the Divine Presence 
within. In Do’Hai, Willingness means: “the ability to focus or direct attention/energy to a given task or 
ideal without resistance or attachment to a particular outcome, including having to know what the 
outcome might be.” 

Acceptance/Non-Judgment — What is, is, in the moment. Objectivity. The ability to perceive or 
interact with something without attachment or previous associations (beliefs);  state of not having to 
impose any personal (ego-based) definitions upon a person, thing, or experience.

Proactivity (Focus on the ideal) — The fundamental nature of the Universe, which simply does not 
experience “no.” It is ongoing flow. In Do’Hai, Proactivity is the practice of keeping your eye on the 
goal. It is keeping your thoughts, feelings, words, and deeds in agreement/alignment with an aspiration/
intention. 
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